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When Don Hearn was a boy, the wetlands
on his family’s farm near Echuca on
the NSW-Victoria border were a dry,
dusty, weed-infested creek bed most
of the time, referred to as ‘the swamp’,
as they only flooded in extreme
rain events. During the Millennium
drought, Don and his wife, Jo set about
regenerating the wetlands as a mental
health project.

to beable to use the wetlands for
well-managed grazing if necessary.
They planted over 1000 trees and
constructed earthworks to divert excess
irrigation water to mimic the natural
seasonal capacity. Today, the ephemeral
wetlands are thriving.

“We had to believe we could save the
property and do something positive and
progressive with the land,” explains Jo.

“The frogs are going nuts and there’s
massive biodiversity of plants and
animals. And we’ve proven our philosophy
that conservation and agriculture can
co-exist and be mutually beneficial.”

They partnered with the philanthropic
Murray Darling Wetlands Working Group,
tapping into scientific expertise, but
suggesting they’d like the option

That philosophy extends across the
Hearns’ award-winning Restdown winery
and Jungle Lane beef cattle farm, which
have been certified Organic since 2016.

"We’re a micro winery
with relatively high
production costs and
the wine industry is
a tough space. Being
organic has created
a point of difference,
a niche for us in the
market. It’s been the
making of us."

experience in France - where she learned
to appreciate the ‘eat local and seasonal’
approach to food - and formal studies in
wine-making in developing the Restdown
‘micro winery’ and cellar door experience.
“Our wines are made and stored in a
cellar cut into the hillside, which needs
no artificial temperature control. Our
share platters feature organic homemade
and local fare – fresh, simple, wholesome
food - with a gourmet twist!”
Jo and Don connected with other
local producers and tourism operators
and created the Backroads Trail,
developing tours and attracting
additional visitors. Guided and
self-guided tours of the wetlands
are now a drawcard in their own right.
“Don has become quite the storyteller.
We’ve installed interpretive signage
that contains a lot of information, and
we’ve discovered Aboriginal heritage
sites including hearths, a canoe tree
and evidence of ancient aquaculture.”

“During the drought, we started
phasing out artificial fertilisers to
reduce costs. Don approaches farming
as a ‘conversation with nature’ – he’s a
keen observer of the seasons and how
the land responds – and he decided to
follow his instincts.”
A bewildering, severe health crisis
set the pair more determinedly on the
biodynamic and organic, sustainable
path. Jo drew on her formative

“We’ve collaborated with local First
Nations people to identify traditional
medicinal and nutritional plants.
There’s also the pastoral history and
the natural history. Finally, the wetlands
get to have their voice.”
“Our philosophy really resonates
with visitors because it’s a story of
hope: farmers are often portrayed as
environmental vandals, but visitors see
that it’s possible to farm sustainably
and simultaneously conserve nature
and history – and that we farmers are
ethical, big-hearted, and passionate
about caring for our land!”

"Our philosophy
really resonates
with visitors
because it’s a story
of hope: farmers
are often portrayed
as environmental
vandals, but visitors
see that it’s possible
to farm sustainably
and simultaneously
conserve nature
and history – and
that we farmers are
ethical, big-hearted,
and passionate about
caring for our land!"
“Increasingly, people are looking to spend
their money on products that align with
their personal values: many more people
want to live ‘clean and green’. Our visitors
often continue as on-line customers long
after their initial visit, becoming part of
the Restdown family.”
The Hearns have now placed a covenant
on the wetlands, protecting them in
perpetuity, recognising that natural
biodiversity is vital for agriculture.
“Sticking to our philosophy and instincts
has been a game changer for us. It’s been
exhausting at times – it’s no walk in the
park – but it’s been such a rewarding and
life-fulfilling experience.”
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